Azure One-Day Bootcamp

AN INTENSIVE & INTERACTIVE ONE-DAY BOOTCAMP THAT PACKS WEEKS OF LEARNING INTO ONE CONVENIENT EVENT

In today’s security-first, cloud-first business environment, enterprises and government entities are turning to Microsoft Azure as their trusted cloud to spin up virtual machines in minutes; provide scalable and durable cloud storage, backup and recovery solutions for any data, big and small; create single sign-on to any cloud app and enforcing multi-factor authentication – just to name a few. So, where do you begin?

DynTek’s One-Day Azure Bootcamp encompasses a strategy session, Azure primer, demonstration and hands-on lab, so you can experience the comprehensive solution from vision to reality.

1 CLOUD VISION
Map out your 5-year plan while linking your investments to specific business initiatives and ROI.
► Current Cloud Trends & ROI Models
► Hybrid Architecture
► Cloud Migration Strategies
► Governance & Compliance
► Monitoring & Measurement

2 AZURE PRIMER
Understand the core components of an Azure cloud solution.
► Azure Storage
► Azure Portal Deep Dive
► Azure Subscription Management
► Role Based Access Control (RBAC)
► Azure Active Directory

3 AZURE DEMONSTRATION
See Azure in action in a demonstration led by one of our technical specialists.
► Add Tags to Resource Group
► How to use Routing Rules
► vNet Peering
► Web App Gateway (WAG)
► Web App Firewall (WAF)
► Azure Security Center
► Azure DocKit
► Content Delivery Network
► Traffic Manager
► Billing Tools

4 HANDS-ON LAB SESSION
Experience Azure in action on your own computer or device in our interactive lab session.
► Azure Resource Group
► vNet and SubNet
► Network Security Group
► Linux Server Creation
► Windows Server Creation
► Windows Server Creation with JSON
► Enterprise Load Balance
► PaaS Website Connected to SQL
► Azure Backup
► Powershell Connect Your Subscription
► Open Support Case In Azure
► Set Alert for Monitoring
► Monitor using OMS – App Insights
► Build and deploy Azure Web App using Visual Studio

You will leave our bootcamp with the tools to truly envision a cloud strategy for your organization leveraging Azure.

LEARN MORE ABOUT UPCOMING BOOTCAMPS AT:
www.dyntek.com/azure-bootcamp